
What StudentS  
are Saying about...

The Program

“SI sessions are extremely 
helpful. The program 

should remain at NSU.”

“The SI sessions proved 
to be beneficial for solving 
problems in areas where 

weaknesses were present. 
The SI Leader did a 

fantastic job!”

“The SI sessions are a great 
resource for students seeking 

additional assistance outside of 
the classroom. Knowing I could 
attend these sessions brought a 
bit of ease to my experience with 

college math courses.”

 “I believe this program 
truly benefits the 

students and should  
be offered for  

other courses.”

“I really enjoyed 
the SI sessions; 

they prepared me 
well for the ACS.”

Tutoring and Testing Center

J siprogram@nova.edu 
I  (954) 262-8391



“The SI Leader was very 
flexible and always tried 
to accommodate every 
person who  
didn’t understand  
the concepts.”

What StudentS  
are Saying about...

The SI LeaderS
“The SI Leader was very 

knowledgeable, reassuring, and 
helpful. She continued to help 

me until I felt comfortable doing 
the work on my own.”

“It is great to have a student 
that has experienced 

the same difficulties and 
explains to us something 

that can be mastered! 
I love our SI!”

“My SI Leader was 
excellent. She 

went above and 
beyond for me. 

I appreciate it all! 

“I liked how our SI Leader 
made study guides for 

each chapter, which were 
very helpful to understand 

the material.” 

Tutoring and Testing Center

J siprogram@nova.edu 
I  (954) 262-8391



What StudentS  
are Saying about...

The reSULTS

“My grades improved as 
soon as I started  

attending the SI sessions. 
The GroupMe app was 

very helpful!”

“The sessions were a great 
reinforcement of  the material 

that we had just learned in class.”

“Before SI, I got a 55% 
and a 56% on my tests. 

After SI, I got a 94%.
I am looking forward to 

my final.”

“There were times 
when I passed tests 

and quizzes with 100’s. 
I highly recommend 

attending the 
SI sessions.”

Tutoring and Testing Center

J siprogram@nova.edu 
I  (954) 262-8391


